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ABSTRACT
Due to the tremendous developments in communication networks especially in the Internet network, which used to exchange many types of data by many people. Data security has become a major concern. Therefore, there is an increasing interest in the use of encryption and decryption methods. Many encryption methods have been developed to maintain data security, one of these methods that commonly used in recent are chaotic encryption systems. Where many methods were suggested to encrypt images using a chaotic map because their features such as sensitivity to initial conditions and unpredictability of random behaviors etc...
In this paper, we attempt to review and describe many methods used to encrypt images and make a comparison among these methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given the need to exchange and store many types of data such as text, video, audio and image over the Internet, an environment in which it is easy to penetrate the information exchanged, cryptographic techniques have been used to protect the confidentiality of data from unauthorized access [1].

Image encryption is the most benefit way to preserve the confidentiality when storing or transferring images through a network. Image encryption applications can expand to include multimedia systems, military communications, online communications, medical science, etc. Images has some characteristics different from text such as less sensitive, huge data capacity, data redundancy and correlation between adjacent pixels. To get rid of these challenges that facing the image encryption, many encryption methods have emerged. Several conventional encryption algorithms such as RSA, DES, triple DES and AES have been used for many years, but are not convenient for image encryption these algorithms have some weakness in image encryption especially when the image size is large [2,3]

Recently, cryptography based on chaotic systems has been discovered and is becoming commonly used in image encryption methods. In fact, chaotic systems show pseudorandom behavior and have substantial features such as unpredictability of the orbital growth, high sensitivity to parameters and initial conditions, lead the simplicity of implementation of software and hardware to increase the encryption rate, etc... These characteristics and another make from chaotic based cryptography is related with most important properties of cryptography like confusion, diffusion [2,4].

In the latest two decades, an increasing number of image encryption schemes have been proposed for used in cryptographic applications. In this paper, we conduct a deep analysis of image encryption technique that based on chaotic schemes. The remaining of this paper arranged as follow: In Section 2 the literature survey of some schemes that proposed in the latest decade. In Section 3 comparative analysis of the schemes that discussed in section 2. Finally, the conclusions are shown in Section 4.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
In the last decade, there are many methods that related to image encryption has been studied. In this section we discuss some of these research.

Kamlash Gupta and Sanjay Silakari [5] used 3D standard map and 3D cat map to implement confusion and diffusion process on color images. They divided the plain color image to three bands and rotate the red band vertically, rotate green band...
horizontally and blue band stay without any change. Then permuted each band using 3D standard map and 3D cat map. Finally, they make XOR between confusion and diffusion steps.

In this paper, H. Liu and X. Wang [6] encrypted color image by using bit level and high dimension chaotic map. They convert the color image to gray scale (M x 3N) and then convert it to binary after that permute it by using piecewise linear chaotic map. Finally, they used chen system to confuse and diffuse the three bands.

Color image encryption based on chaotic map was proposed by Xingyuan Wang et al. [7] the main idea of this paper is divided the color image to three bands and make these bands effect each other. After that combine R, G and B bands vertically and permute its rows, then divided the resulting image to another three bands and combine R, G and B bands horizontally to permute the columns. Finally, make the three permuted bands diffuse mutually.

An image encryption algorithm proposed by Narendra K. Pareek et al. [8] to encrypt a gray image. In this scheme the encryption of an image is done in three steps, first step is diffused image by applied zigzag process to each image block. Second step is substitution operation, in this step they confused each block of image by applied XOR operation between the current pixel and one of the adjacent pixels. The third step is mixing process, in this step implement XOR operation among the current pixel, its pervious pixel and session key. The three steps were repeated sixteen times to achieve a high level of image security.

Dynamic substitution box constructed by Xingyuan Wang and Qian Wang [9] based on kent map and logistic map. The parameters and initial conditions of first s-box are generated by using the last bit of plain image and an external 256-bit key. The plain image divided to less than ten blocks each block encrypted with different s-box. After encrypting the previous block, the initial conditions of the next s-box are generated based on the pixels of encrypted block. To encrypt 256 gray image, they construct less than 50 s-box.

Yicong Zhou et al. [10] proposed a novel 1-D LTS (Logistic-Tent System) chaotic map and used it to encrypt color and grey images. The encryption algorithm contains five steps. First step is random pixel insertion; in this step they insert a random value in the beginning of each row in the image. The second step is a row separation step; in this step they separate image rows to prepare it to the next step. The third step is image substitution based on 1D LTS key. Fourth step is combination the rows that resulting from substitution step. The last step is rotation the resulting image 90 counterclockwise. Repeat these steps four time to generate encrypted image.

Atal Chaudhuri and P.Kr. Naskar [11] used tow logistic maps one for image encryption and another for image shuffling. In this work, they used three different key (k0 and k1) are two primary values of two chaotic functions and k2 is a two-byte random number, which is applied to exchange the two-chaotic values at every k2th reiteration.

The cycle shifts in bits of pixels and the chaotic system are employed by Xing-Yuan Wang et al. [12] for image encryption. They used a random integer numbers with the size equal to the plain image for cycle bit-level shift. Then they used chaotic map to generate a key which used to encrypt the scramble image.

In this paper, Xing-Yuan Wang et al. [13] proposed a scheme novel for image encryption based on chaotic system and DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) series operations. The encryption scheme contains three steps. First step is using the pseudorandom sequences for perform bitwise XOR operation on the pixels of the plain image produced by the spatiotemporal chaos system, i.e., coupled map lattice (CML). The second step is using a DNA matrix (using a kind of DNA encoding rule) to obtain by encoding the confused image. According to this DNA matrix and the previous initial conditions. They generated the new initial conditions of the CML, which can make the encryption result closely depend on every pixel of the plain image. The third step is permuted DNA matrix (the rows and columns) is confused once again. At last, they obtained the ciphered image after decoding the confused DNA matrix using a kind of DNA decoding rule.

A new schema sentient encryption to secure the digital images based on the Zaslavsky chaotic map was proposed by Faiza Titouna and Rafik Hamza [14]. The main idea of this paper they product the key encryption of the suggested image cryptosystem through the perform of the Zaslavsky chaotic map as a pseudo-random generator. They use permutation-diffusion processes for choose cipher structure, where they suppose the classical permutation substitution network, that assure together confusion and diffusion characteristics for the encrypted image.

In this paper, Sumangala Biradar and Prema T. Akkasaligar [15] proposed an approach novel by using DNA encoding and Chao’s theories to make digital medical images security. the main idea for suggested method contains three steps. First step, the use is intensity levels for rehashes the input medical image into two DNA encoded matrices. The second step, they are produce the chaotic sequences separately through utilized two-pixel value (even pixel value based DNA encoded matrix Lorenz chaotic map and for odd pixel value based DNA encoded matrix Chen’s hyper chaotic map). By using chaotic sequences, the pixel’s positions
of both DNA encoded matrices are sophisticated. The last step, is utilized ADD operation for the addendum of sophisticated both DNA encoded matrices to acquire an encrypted image. By reverse process of encryption and image decrypted is acquired

Akram Belazi et al. [16] proposed an approach novel for image encryption based on chaotic systems and permutation-substitution (SP) network. The encryption scheme contains four cryptographic steps: substitution, diffusion, diffusion and permutation. First step, new chaotic map for proposed a diffusion step. The second step, strong S-boxes for proposed a substitution step and the third step chaotic logistic map are presented for proposed a diffusion step, which will, in turn, importantly accretion the encryption achievement. The last step, the increase the statistical achievement of the proposed encryption scheme through accomplished the block permutation step by a permutation function.

A new image encryption algorithm proposed by Xiuli Chai et al. [17] based on chaotic systems and DNA sequence operations. The encryption structural design of permutation and diffusion was adopted. The encryption algorithm contains five steps. First step is calculated the initial values and a new 1D chaotic system and scheme parameters of the 2D -LASM through obtain 256-bit for hash value of the plain image; therefore, the encryption system strongly relies on the original image. The second step is obtaining the DNA encoding and DNA decoding rule matrix, and the plain image was encoded into a DNA matrix through utilized the chaotic series of 2D Logistic-Adjusted-Sine map (2D-LASM). The third step is applied two level DNA (row and column permutation) on the DNA matrix of the original image, intra-DNA-plane permutation and inter-DNA-plane permutation can be acquired jointly, subsequently, DNA XOR operation was acquired on the permuted DNA matrix utilizing a DNA key matrix was product by the incorporation of two 1D chaotic schemes. The last step is obtained the cipher image, after decoding the confused DNA matrix.

In this paper, Z. Hua et al. [18] proposed a novel encryption approach of protecting medical images. The encryption approach contains two phase. First phase is using surroundings of the image for inserted some random data. The second phase is containing two rounds: the first round is high-rapidity jostle and pixel adjustment diffusion were implemented to randomly mixture neighbouring pixels, the second round propagation these integrated random data over the complete image. The present encryption approach can be immediately utilized to medical images with every representation format. In the work, they provided two types of operations to performance the pixel adjustment diffusion: modulo arithmetic and bitwise XOR.

In this paper, M. Ghebleh et al [19] presents a new image encryption algorithm based on least squares approximations and chaotic maps. The presented algorithm comprises of two major stages, which were perform respectively in some rounds, namely a shuffling stage and a masking stage. In this work, both stages were based on two tasks:1- D piecewise linear chaotic maps (LCM) and performance on the rows and columns of the input plain image. To enhance the security of the suggested algorithm by supplier a powerful mixture between the rows /columns of the image through the use of least squares approximations

In this article, S. Abdulnabi and M. Sabbih [20] presents a novel image encryption technique to beat the hurdles to prior image encryption techniques, their technique was applied Duffing map to mixed all image pixels, in this work they use cross Chaotic Map for perform the shuffling process after the generating image was separated into a set of blocks. lastly, they obtain to key image was generated through applying square number snails which will be applied to create numbers of polynomial equations by Lagrange interpolation to apply pixel diffusion.

In this article, Z. Hua et al. [21] used a two-dimensional Logistic-Sine-coupling map. In this work, achievement estimates demonstration that it had best ergodicity, huge chaotic range and more complex demeanor than various recently sophisticated two-dimensional chaotic maps. using the suggested 2DLCM, also suggest a 2DLCM- based on image encryption algorithm (LSCM-IEA), that espouses the classic confusion-diffusion framework, permutated image pixels to various columns / rows through designed a permutation algorithm and propagation little variations of plain-image to the entire encrypted produce through developed a diffusion algorithm.

A. Abdulbaqi [22] proposed a new image encryption scheme based on Lorenz system, logistic map and s-box. The proposed algorithm encrypts and decrypts 128-byte block. At first the plain image was confused then permuted the result by used permutation algorithm, after that input block by block to substitution by variable s-box and adding key stages. The resulted image XOR with another encrypted key that generated by logistic map, and then confused the resulted image again.

A color image crypto scheme based on chaos and effective DNA encryption was presented by Xiuli Chai et al. [23]. Firstly, resolve color plain image into red, green and blue ingredients and use a jointly inter-intra-ingredient permutation technique, which rely on the plaintext SCPMDP was presented to mix them. next, through using a DNA encoding rule, convert the recycled permuted ingredients into a DNA matrix, and then various from the classical DNA series operations approbate to the aw of binary computation, a diffusion technique relies on random numbers regarding to plaintext (DMRNRP) was offered to prevalent it. Moreover, according to a DNA decoding rule will transform the diffused DNA matrix into a decimal one, and split it into three equal images. lastly, they used second confusion scheme for respectively scramble images, to reinforce security of the image
cryptosystem, and subsequently the color cipher image was obtained. In this paper, a four-wing hyper chaotic scheme to provide for each: SHA 384 hash function of the plain image, pseudo-random chaotic sequences and exterior parameters were compiled to computation its primary values and one-time-pad encryption politics creates the suggested encryption efficiently resistant plaintext attacks.

Joshua C. Dagadu et al. [24] proposed an encryption scheme based on multiple chaos and DNA coding for gray scale medical images. The chaotic tent map was utilized to generate chaotic key stream and the logistic map was utilized to randomly select DNA encoding and decoding rules. The chaotic key and the plain medical image were first encoded into DNA sequences. A selected DNA algebraic operation (addition/subtraction/XOR) was carried out between the plain image DNA sequence and the key DNA sequence; the outcome was then decoded to get the cipher image. The process is carried out both on row and column bases to achieve a robust cipher.

3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEMES

Table 1 will explain the comparison among previous systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Key space</th>
<th>Histogram distribution</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>UACI</th>
<th>NPCR</th>
<th>SPNR</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>$2^{148}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9991</td>
<td>0.006 0.001 0.091</td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>99.62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>77.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>$2^{563}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9878</td>
<td>-0.0035 -0.0574 0.0578</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>99.66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>$2^{179}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.0126 -0.0077 -0.0463</td>
<td>33.47</td>
<td>99.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>$2^{128}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9952</td>
<td>-0.0016 0.0031 0.0067</td>
<td>31.79</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>$2^{256}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9971</td>
<td>0.0136 0.0097 0.0178</td>
<td>33.42</td>
<td>99.61</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>$2^{142}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.991</td>
<td>-0.0007 0.0024 -0.0030</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>99.61</td>
<td>24.436</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{100}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9984</td>
<td>0.0342 0.0096 0.0205</td>
<td>33.33</td>
<td>99.82</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>$2^{172}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9970</td>
<td>-0.0007 0.0020 -0.0014</td>
<td>33.48</td>
<td>99.65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>$2^{711}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9978</td>
<td>0.0049 0.0023 0.0054</td>
<td>33.54</td>
<td>99.63</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{624}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9963</td>
<td>-0.0112 -0.0048 -0.0045</td>
<td>33.70</td>
<td>99.62</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{100}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9993</td>
<td>0.0177 -0.0139 6.7947e-04</td>
<td>33.43</td>
<td>99.58</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{100}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9992</td>
<td>0.0242 -0.0091 -0.0137</td>
<td>33.14</td>
<td>99.69</td>
<td>9.7896</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>$&gt;2^{100}$</td>
<td>Fairly Uniform</td>
<td>7.9971</td>
<td>-0.0012 -0.0007 -0.0017</td>
<td>33.50</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>77.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reviewed different technique for image encryption based on chaotic systems within the period (2011-2019). Digital image security become very significant specially when the transmitting will have done thought open network. These encryption schemes are studied and analyses fully to boost the efficiency of the encryption methods and to guarantee the security performance. the summary of this study, all these the techniques are beneficial for real-time image encryption. every scheme is unrivalled in its own method, which may be appropriate for various applications. The new encryption technology is evolving every day, so the fast and secure traditional encryption technology will always achieve a high security rate. Recently, suggested image encryption techniques also increase the level of security by providing more than a chaotic system for image encryption algorithms. All technologies have some benefits and drawbacks and therefore new technologies have been developed.
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